PRESS RELEASE
LEKI’S FREERIDE POLE & GLOVE COMBO

LEKI’S Blue Bird Vario pole (£99.95) has been built for versatility and designed from ‘grip to tip’ to
offer you a ski pole that is fast and simple to adjust as well as comfortable and reliable. When
teamed with the Leki Elements Platinum S glove you have the perfect combination for lots of
freeride fun this season.
Thanks to Leki’s innovative external adjustment Speed Lock 2 system (TUV-Sud Certified) the Blue
Bird Vario is easily adjustable from 110cm to 140cm to suit all types of terrain and snow. The 16mm
upper shaft is made of high-strength durable aluminium and the slim 14mm lower shaft is made of
carbon.
Sophisticated in design it comes equipped with a deep-snow basket for optimum freeride use. The
poles Trigger S release system allows for maximum security and comfort on the slope and the
patented safety release offers additional protection against injury.
Team the Leki Blue Bird Vario with Leki’s Elements
Platinum S glove (£119.95) complete with Trigger S loop
that can be easily clicked in and out of the Trigger S grip
on the pole. This glove is made from smooth premium
goatskin and comes in funky lime-black, cyan-black or
black colourways.
The more generous Comfort Fit Cut makes these gloves extra comfy and guaranteed to keep your
hands warm. The long Neoprene cuff with Velcro fastener makes this glove ideal for on-piste as
well as off-piste activities. The specifically designed Silicone points on the palm also offer essential
grip.
ENDS
PR contact: Jo Lowe, Spring PR – jo@springpr.com – 01249 750819
Stockist information: Ardblair Sports Importers Ltd - admin@ardblairsports.com - 01250
873863.
About LEKI: LEKI specialises in making poles – ski poles, trekking poles and nordic walking poles as well as
associated accessories. For over 60 years, outdoor enthusiasts have appreciated the quality, value and
innovative technology that goes into the products. Every pole is manufactured by a skilled and dedicated
workforce in LEKI’s own eco-friendly production facility in the heart of Europe. Any other pole is just a stick.

